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What is a Virtual License Manager (VLM)?
Virtual License Manager allows IT, managers, to segment the organization's license
portfolio into as many license pools as needed, whether by department, region, or team.
Armed with a rock-solid, role-based access control system, VLM empowers IT
administrators to delegate an administrator to each license pool. The administrator is
empowered with the right toolset to:
Allocate licenses to end users
Revoke access from end users
Extra secure - VLM: Delegated license administrators, however, don't have access to the
main central license administration interface, which means they cannot break the
system. That level of access is reserved for the central IT manager
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The technology behind VLM

Department A
Department B

It sits on top of the physical license manager on a virtual layer.
This allows us to give the power to IT admins - to slice the
consolidated license portfolio into as many small license pools as
the organization needs.

Department C

Virtual layer (VLM):

VLM gives IT administrators the power of flexible provisioning:
Physical layer:

Easy-to-use interface to consolidate the organization's resources;
The right toolset to create virtual license pools;
The ability to assign managers to license pools, who can then
grant or revoke licenses as required.
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Smart, real-time, dynamic allocation of software licenses basis the
department’s requirement, and availability of licenses in the physical layer.
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The technology behind VLM
It sits on top of the physical license manager on a virtual layer.
This allows us to give the power to IT admins - to slice the
consolidated license portfolio into as many small license pools as
the organization needs.

VLM gives IT administrators the power of flexible provisioning:
Easy-to-use interface to consolidate the organization's resources;
The right toolset to create virtual license pools;
The ability to assign managers to license pools, who can then
grant or revoke licenses as required.

Departments
are looking for:

Department A

800 Licenses to be allocated

Department B

600 Licenses to be allocated

Department C

600 Licenses to be allocated

Physical layer (License
Managers on various
License Servers):

1000

1000
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Virtual License Manager (VLM)
Department A
Department B
Department C

Virtual layer (VLM):

Physical layer:
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Smart, real-time, dynamic allocation of software licenses basis the
department’s requirement, and availability of licenses in the physical layer.
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Virtual License Manager (VLM) - the challenge & solution
Challenge
Due to pricing reasons organization has one license
manager with 100 features.
The organization wishes to provide allocation
capabilities to 5 departments. (every 20 licenses)
Departments overwrite each other's settings.

Solution
We wish to dedicate a set number of licenses to
each departments with no conflicts
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Key benefits of VLM
Allocate, and manage software licenses in real-time. Gain efficiency and productivity.
Saves IT managers', license managers', and system admins' time from manually allocating
licenses.
Increases license availability between various departments with ensuring optimal license usage
with the same no of licenses thus protecting IT costs from an increase/significant increase.
increases productivity of users, departments, teams locally and globally.
Grant users permissions for different departments to manage their licenses smartly with better
visibility without compromising the security of the main system.
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VLM Pricing

$1 / license / month
Claim your free 30-days trial and activate this product.
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GET IN TOUCH
Claim your 30-day free trial!
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